Crafts, English Workshops & Certification
Xalapa, Veracruz, Mexico
PPR-1.- Places and Perspectives
Middle School Learning Circle
Name of Project: We only have one world, and it’s ill… What are we doing about it?
Goal Of The Project: To find out what importance is given to environmental issues in
communities and countries around the world.
How are we doing it?:To measure the importance given to environmental issues in
communities and countries, we are making a media research in local and/or national
newspapers. We are looking for how many articles about environment does a newspaper
issue has. With this we can see the interest of governments and societies to disclose
environmental information among their communities, and therefore, take actions to fight the
serious problems we are facing nowadays and that are killing our planet. Ideally we should
monitor a newspaper for several days to have a better approach to a representative data.
With the help of our Learning Circle friends, we collected the following information.

Monitoring newspapers for environmental issues
Name of school: Crafts, English Workshops & Certification
Location: Xalapa, Veracruz, Mexico
Name of newspaper: "Diario de Xalapa" (Daily Xalapa)
Type of newspaper: Local, daily.

Date

16/04/2008

17/04/2008

Total
number of
articles

5

3

Title
30 thousand hectares of forest and
jungle lost in Chiapas.

The article talks about…
30 thousand hectares of forest and jungle are
lost each year in the state of Chiapas because of
fire.
In short the construction of the
A delfinary is going to be built in the the
delfinary will start.
Veracruz's Acuarium.
Death animal and thousands of famlies A big storm carried tons of garbage and death
affected leaves storm in Nautla.
animals through rivers and to the sea, that are
affecting thousands of families.
Extraordinary resources required to
a lot of money is going to be invested to clean
clean Veracruz´s bay.
up Veracruz's bay.
Another spill in Papantla.
a 12 inch pipe broke and around 120 thousand
oil liters were spilled.
They clean afected zone by storm,
The zone affected by the storm in Nautla and the
Pemex attendes spill.
Oil spill are being taken care off.
Fishermen demand indemnisation.
A highway was buit in the Mandinga Lagoon
zone which affected oyster shoals, fishermen
demand indemnisation becuse the of the
miningul fall in capture.

name of
section
National

State
Front Page

State
General
Front Page
State

People who don't verify will be
sanctioned with 1100.

In Estado de Mexico, the people who don't verify National
their cars to reduce polluting gas emitions can
be sanctiones with a $1100 mexican pesos fine.

They break wall against floods.

People who live next to the Bobos River are
State
affraid because a construction company broke a
retaining wall to build a mall.
The botanic garden organizes pot plant Xalapa's Botanic Garden is celebrating a pot
Culture
contest.
plant contest, because of the Botanic Gardens's
National Day. The celebration's slogan is " Using
our plants in a sustainable way".
The importance of the species
interactions.
21/04/2008

6

A lot of animal and plant's species are
disappearing, but a lot of others are growing
because of their interactions.
The city of Martínez de la Torre could get
flooded in the next rain season because of the
lack of protection around it.
People are sueing the federal oil company
Pemex because of several spills registered in
Papantla. They say they are going to take care
of it, but they have not carried it out.
In the city of Martinez de la Torre people is
complaining because of a relocation of trash
containers. The people in the market are
throwing the trashing to the streets.
Xalapa has the most polluted air in the State. It
doesn't have big industries but it has a lot of
cars.

In Vivo

Public cleaning routes restructured

Municipal government is opening new routes to
collect trash in the city of Xalapa.

General

Earth's International Day

April 22 is the Earth's International Day. It
started in 1970 and has evolved into a global
care taking celebration of the earth.
In the town of Tihuatlán, Veracruz, the rain will
drop 40% this year.
Extraordinary metereological events, long
droughts, glacier thaw and global heat is
destroying the planet.
In Mexico City's historical downtown their are
growing gardens in the buildings's walls.
In the city of Veracruz, 80% of forest areas have
been lost because of new constructions (Homes,
highways, etc.). People are blocking the streets
in protest.

Martínez De la Torre is in danger
because of the rain.
Pemex will respond to demands in
Papantla.

Without solution garbage problem.

Xalapa's air, the most polluted

22/04/2008

6
The most extreme drought in the last
10 years.
Planet Earth injured to death.

Vertical gardens in the historical
downtown.
Veracruz lost 80% of forest areas.

Rehabilitation works in Coatza.
23/04/2008

3
Polluted stream affects families in
Misantla.

State

General

State

General

State
Opinion

Political
Mision
Front Page

In the city of Coatzacoalcos the Municipal
State
Government is doing rehabilitation works in
parks and they are cleaning water channels.
In the city of Misantla there is a very polluted
State
stream, where more than 90 sewers flow and
death animals, among other things have been
seen. The families that live next to it are
complaining because they can't stand the smell.

Pemex's pipes have been abandoned The oil spills that have taken place in Papantla, General
for decades.
Veracruz will continue happening because the
pipes have been abandoned for decades and no
manteinance is been given to them.
Cattle dies because of the lack of
water and high temperatures.
24/04/2008

4
Culture present in Xalapa's Carnival

Development plan privileges road
constructions and cleaning-up

In the middle of Veracruz State cattle has been State
dying because they don't have enough water to
drink and the high temperatures that have been
registered in the past weeks.
For the first time, plants have been sold to
Our Life
visitors in a big greenhouse inside the "Central
de Abastos" complex.
140 million pesos will be invested in, among
General
other things, the cleaning-up of the "Dique's
Lakes" and the attention to sanitary sewers from
60 colonies in the city of Xalapa.

Average news in a newspaper issue 4,5
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Periodical control of automobiles' exhaustion gases, reforestation plans focuses to sustainable projects, advertisign campaignes
directed to conciousness in throwing away less trash, taking care of water, garbage separation for recycling, and stopping forest
fires. The worst problem in our community and country is the lack of environmental education.

Name of school: Gymnasia #6
Location: Gubkin, Russia
Name of newspaper: “Novoye Vremya” (New Time)
Type of newspaper: Local, three times a week
Total
number of
articles
Date
19/04/2008
0

Title
-

The article talks about…
-

Average news in a newspaper issue 0
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.

name of
section
-

Environmental protection is of a universal concern. That’s why serious measures to create a system of ecological security, to
improve the ecological situation have been taken by the Belgorod authorities and the Duma. The range of environmental
problems is wide. The initial steps onward to protect nature, to stop accommodating rubbish in the countryside have been taken.
These measures also include:
1) control of automobiles’ exhaust gases,
2) reconstruction of highways,
3) usage of electricity instead of gas,
4) covering roads with pavement tiles,
5) planting trees and bushes in the towns of the Belgorod Region,
6) making garbage disposal equipment and plans,
7) use of low-pollution cars,
8) supporting low-waste technology,
9) finding waste burial site especially for top priority wastes.
The region Duma and the governor adopted the program of Ecological Improvement of the Belgorod region. A great sum of
money is used to fulfill it. The program includes making garbage disposal equipment and plants. Near Belgorod such garbage
plant started working.
Our school is surrounded with trees. There are a lot of flowerbeds near it. All pupils of gymnasia take part in the greenery. Every
year we plant trees, bushes and flowers.
Every month we organize a newspaper collection, plastic bottles collection for recycling. All pupils take part in it.
In the Belgorod region in the settlement of Maslova Pristan a plant of plastic bottles recycling has been built. We hope it will stop
accommodating rubbish in the countryside.

Name of school: Woodsfield Elementary
Location: Woodsfield, Ohio, United States
Name of newspaper: The Beacon
Type of newspaper: Local, once a week

Date

Total
number of
articles

27/03/2008

1

Title
Not specified.

name of
section
The article talks about…
It is about recycling schedule.This is about days Public
you can go and take your cans and other objects Notice
to a recycling place.

Average news in a newspaper issue 1

Activities done in the community or countries to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Not specified.

Name of school: Woodsfield Elementary
Location: Woodsfield, Ohio, United States
Name of newspaper: The Marietta Times
Type of newspaper: Local, daily

Date

Total
number of
articles

Title
Not specified.

07/04/2008

2

Not specified.

The article talks about…
At 3 P.M on April 12 there was a household
hazardous waste pick up.
There was a slip on Ohio route 7. The slip
caused 2 large boulders to fall on the road. The
boulders were as big as little cars.

name of
section
Not
specified
Not
specified

Average news in a newspaper issue 2
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Not specified.

Name of school: Woodsfield Elementary
Location: Woodsfield, Ohio, United States
Name of newspaper: Sunday Times Leader
Type of newspaper: Not specified

Date

Total
number of
articles

06/04/2008

1

Title
Toxic chemical discovered.

name of
section
The article talks about…
The environmental issue was about a toxic
State/Nation
chemical discovered. I found it the State/Nation
section. Here is what it talked about: thousands
of West Virginia and Ohio residents have
elevated levels of a chemical used to make the
nonstick coating Teflon, according to preliminary
data from a study.

Average news in a newspaper issue 1
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Recycle bottles, cans, and paper.

Name of school: Woodsfield Elementary
Location: Woodsfield, Ohio, United States
Name of newspaper: The Intelligencer
Type of newspaper: Not specified

Date

Total
number of
articles

Title
Throwing cold water on "global
warming".
Not specified.

29/02/2008

3
Not specified.

The article talks about…
Talks about throwing cold water on “Global
Warming”. It means that the cold water can
cause stampedes and hysteria.
Talks about a mining town facing toxic flood
danger in Leadville, Colorado. It includes them
talking about them having to be able to leave the
area quickly if the toxic flood happens.
talks about a fire “ripping” through a historic
downtown in Fostoria, OH. The fire was reported
around 6:30 Wednesday evening and burned its
way through a block of business, including a
fitness center, a jewelry store and a bar.

name of
section
Opinion

Not
specified

Not
specified

Average news in a newspaper issue 3
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.

In our community we have recycling bins set all through town and at our school we have two different trashcans, one for paper,
and recyclables like that and the other trashcan we have is for actual trash.

Name of school: Woodsfield Elementary
Location: Woodsfield, Ohio, United States
Name of newspaper: The Times Leader
Type of newspaper: Local, daily

Date

Total
number of
articles

03/04/2008

1

Title
The Great Lakes accord being
opposed.

name of
section
The article talks about…
Not
The Great Lakes accord is about protecting
water from being siphoned out of the Great
specified
Lakes by states in other regions of America.
Ohio is located just below Lake Erie, which is
one of the Great Lakes. The article says, “Now
the case being with the Great Lakes Compact
that seeks to protect water from being siphoned
out of the Great Lakes watersheds by states in
other regions of the country.

Average news in a newspaper issue 1
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
In our community we have several recycling bins set up around town. In our classrooms we have two separate trashcans, one
as a regular trashcan and then one for paper.

Name of school: Hadley Middle School
Location: Wichita, Kansas, United States
Name of newspaper: Women’s Focus Wichita
Type of newspaper: Magazine

Date

Total
number of
articles

Title
Shades of green

Hair to the rescue

April, 2008

5
Putting the green in Greensburg

name of
section
The article talks about…
"Go green" for one week and write about it.The page 41
idea was to find simple ways to be more ecofriendly without making major lifestyle changes.
It's an account, by the author, in this experience.
page 47
Salons throughout the United States and
Canada are sweeping up hair clippings and
mailing them to MatterOfTrust.org, an ecological
non-profit organization. The hair is made into
mats and brooms thate are used to soak up oil
spills. Hair has always been very efficient at
collecting skin oils off our face, but now we're
seeing how great hair is at soaking up petroleum
oil. So now, when you get your hair cut, you may
be donating a piece of yourself to clean the
oceans.
page 48-49
The article talks about a peaceful town,
Greensburg, were it was hit by an f5 tornado. It
took about 15-20 min. to wipe out the town.
Approximately 95% of the homes and
businesses were gone. The tornado left 11
deaths and 59 injuries. Now businesses are
coming together to help the town. They are also
donating equipment. In the future Greensburg is
going to look better than before.

Recycling in Wichita

What we save and what we lose when we do or page 51
don't recycle, and what we can do to help.
Don't toss it, turn it! Compositing made How to make a compost pile. Location, cotents, page 52
easy
making, managing and troubleshooting using a
compost.

Average news in a newspaper issue 5
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Not specified.

Name of school: Hadley Middle School
Location: Wichita, Kansas, United States
Name of newspaper: The Wichita Eagle Newspaper
Type of newspaper: Local, daily.

Date
24/03/2008
25/03/2008
26/03/2008
27/03/2008
28/03/2008
29/03/2008
31/03/2008
01/04/2008

Total
number of
articles
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Title
-

The article talks about…
-

name of
section
-

Proposed trash plan has many
changes.

02/04/2008

1

This trash plan suggests you would no longer
choose your own trash company. Instead, cties
would be encouraged to contract with a trash
hauler to pick up all residential trash from a
given area. Supporters say that would cut truck
traffic and improve efficiency, reducing trash
bills. Under this plan, a recycling charge would
be included in the regular trash bill. Residents
would not be allowed to throw out grass
clippings. Instead, they would have to use a
mulching mower, put a compsiting pile in the
yard, or take their clippings to a compositing
bussiness. Residents who generate little trash
would be able to trade their trash cart for a
smaller one and pay less.

page 1b

Average news in a newspaper issue 0,11
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Not specified.

Name of school: Shchuchin State Gymnasium
Location: Shchuchin, Grodno Region, Belarus
Name of newspaper: Narodnaya Gazeta
Type of newspaper: Not specified

Date

Total
number of
articles

Title
Not specified

Not specified
Not specified

25/04/2008

5
Not specified

Not specified

name of
section
The article talks about…
The first article is about the changes in the
EcoSreda
weather.
There is a report about hydrometeorology center
in our country and ecological problems in the
country.
It is dedicated to a very important problem of
EcoSreda
shortage of drinkable water.
EcoSreda
This article talks about spring hunting on birds
and animals. People in our country want to forbid
spring hunting on birds and animals, because
hunters kill a lot of creatures in the world.
This article talks about painters, who draw
EcoSreda
nature. There is an article about an art exhibition
devoted to The Earth day.
This article talks about April 22, The Earth day. EcoSreda
In this day people all over the world think about
our planet. They think about air pollution, water
pollution and nuclear pollution on our planet.
Also they think how to protect wild animals and
birds.

Average news in a newspaper issue 5
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
In my country many peoples try to protect and to save our fragile planet, to help nature. People in our country organize many
ecological projects and actions in order to help clear our planet from different pollutions.

Kortkerosskaya Secondary School

Name of school: Kortkerosskaya Secondary School
Location: Kortkeros, Komi Republic, Russia
Name of newspaper: Molodyozh Severa (Youth in the North)
Type of newspaper: Not specified

Date

Total
number of
articles

Not
specified

2

Title
Who needs protection?

name of
section
The article talks about…
The material is devoted to the “Red Book the
Not
Komi Republic”. This book is 10 years old. There Specified
are 500 hundred pages. It contains information
about 253 types of vascular plants, 155 types of
moss, 79 types of lichen, 32 types of fungi
(mushrooms), 15 types of mammals, 34 types of
birds, 4 types of Amphibia, 3 types of reptiles, 1
type of amphibian, 5 types of birds and 46 types
of insects. Some types of endangered species
were not rare but not studied. Palia(a type of
fish) was in “Red book”. This tasty fish (a type of
salmon), which is useful for the stomach was
widely caught in 1950s-1960s on the Pechora
river. But the research showed that it was
another kind of fish –Arctic loach. Scientists
suggested excluding palia from “Red Book” as
they found new areas of its living and include
Arctic loach into “Red Book”.

Ecological problems of Komi Republic This article is devoted to the Komi Republic is Not
very rich in mineral recourses. The development Specified
of the economy is connected with the protection
of our environment. Organizations which extract
mineral recourses; produce and distribute gas
and water pollute more. In 2006 they produced
684 kilograms of dangerous rubbish per person.
Our Republic took the first place in the Northwest region of Russia and the eighth place in
Russia for pollution. Transport carries in its
negative contribution too. (230,000 tons a year).
115,000 tons of pollution comes from exhausted
fumes of cars and 3,000 tonsrailways. An

Average news in a newspaper issue 2

Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Not specified.

Name of school: Kortkerosskaya Secondary School
Location: Kortkeros, Komi Republic,Russia
Name of newspaper: Krasnoye znamya (Red Flag)
Type of newspaper: Not specified

Date

Total
number of
articles

Not
specified

2

name of
section
Title
The article talks about…
Half of the century with the fishing rod Sergey Sharapov writes about his experience as Not
a fisherman. He says about 1960s-1990s when Specified
the rivers were polluted because of the floating
of timber and a big number of motor-boats. But
there were more fish in those times. Now the
rivers are not polluted but all the lakes, water
meadows are enmeshed in with nets, even
during the spawning period when fishing is
forbidden. Reproduction of fish is broken.
Cold threat to birds

The article writes that birds are flying back from Not
warm countries earlier this year. Scientists think Specified
that it is because of the global warming. But it’s
still cold in our place. It is snowing. The birds
can’t find food under the snow and die. The
author asks the readers to help birds.

Average news in a newspaper issue 2
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Not specified.

Name of school: Kortkerosskaya Secondary School
Location: Kortkeros, Komi Republic,Russia
Name of newspaper: Argumenty i Fakty (Arguments and facts)
Type of newspaper: Not specified

Date

Total
number of
articles

Not
specified

1

Title
Even nails turn down

name of
section
The article talks about…
Asbest (a town in Sverdlovsk region) takes the Not
leading place as the most polluted town in
Specified
Russia. The main enterprise in the town is
“Uralasbest” that extracts asbestos. 10,000
people work there. The factories are far from the
town, but they pollute the air with asbestos dust
which is a carcinogenic substance. The
enterprise tries to reduce pollution. In 2003 the
factory polluted the air with 20,3 thousand tons
of harmful things, in 2007- with 16,5 thousand
tons.

Average news in a newspaper issue 1
Activities done in the community or country to diminish pollution, save water, recycle, etc.
Not specified.

Conclusions
Average amount of environmental articles, per issue, in newspapers around the world:

2,12

"No se puede defender lo que no se ama y no se puede amar lo que no se conoce"
(You can't defend what you don't love, and you can't love what you don't know)
Tito Rodríguez (1958-2007)
The first step to face and fight environmental problems is to be informed. How can we be informed with an
average of 2 articles per newspaper issue?.
We are concious that there are countries with more problems than others, but in general, we think this is
an alarming number.

Eventhough there are lots of people and organizations already doing meaningful things for our
plantet, there is still a lot to do. It is in the hands of every single human being to make a change
and start taking care of our ill planet.

Let' save our plantet! Let's love it! Let's get informed!

